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The sweet science is a collection of essays about boxing that a.j. liebling wrote for the new york in the early to
mid 1950s. they cover some of the most famous boxers and fights of the day, including joe louis, rocky
marciano, and archie moore. i loved liebling's voice and prose in these essays.A.j. liebling's classic new yorker
pieces on the "sweet science of bruising" bring vividly to life the boxing world as it once was. it depicts the
great events of boxing's american heyday: sugar ray robinson's dramatic comeback, rocky marciano's rise to
prominence, joe louis's unfortunate decline.The sweet science. the “old mongoose,” on the other hand, “has
suffered the pangs of a supreme exponent of bel canto who sees himself crowded out of the opera house by a
guy who can only shout.” in other words, moore is the cerebral fighter, relying on intelligence and craft, set
against the savage style of marciano.Liebling never fails to find the human story behind the fight, and he
evokes the atmosphere in the arena as distinctly as he does the goings-on in the ring--a combination that
prompted sports illustrated to name the sweet science the best american sports book of all time.A. j. liebling:
the sweet science and other writings. an unabashed celebration of the pleasures of unrestrained eating, between
meals: an appetite for paris (1962) is a richly evocative memoir of liebling’s lifelong love for paris and french
food and wine. the press (1964) brings together the best of liebling’s influential “wayward press” pieces,A.j.
liebling's classic new yorker pieces on the "sweet science of bruising" bring vividly to life the boxing world as
it once was. it depicts the great events of boxing's american heyday: sugar ray robinson's dramatic comeback,
rocky marciano's rise to prominence, joe louis's unfortunate decline.The sweet science. liebling never fails to
find the human story behind the fight, and he evokes the atmosphere in the arena as distinctly as he does the
goings-on in the ring--a combination that prompted sports illustrated to name the sweet science the best
american sports book of all time.
The sweet science. the reporting of liebling, a former war correspondent as fluid in press criticism and french
culture as he was in pugilism, takes readers far outside the ring on fight day. his conversations with cab
drivers, saloon keepers and fans in the stands show the depth to which 1950s boxing was entrenched in
american cultureEditions for the sweet science: 0374272271 (paperback published in 2004), (kindle edition
published in 2014), ( published in 2018), 0786149353 (audiobookThe sweet science by jack newfield if a. j.
liebling, who was born 100 years ago on october 18, had been a fighter, he would have been a skilled
craftsman, renowned for his improvising intelligence. he would have been bernard hopkins or archie
moore.Legacy liebling's papers are archived at cornell university. in 1995, the boxing writers association of
america created the a.j. liebling award. in 2002, sports illustrated named the sweet science, a collection of
liebling's essays on boxing, in 2008, the library of america published a volume
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